INTRODUCTION
The transport of heat from the tropics to the polar regions is a fundamental part of the earth's thermal balance. A number of important meridional transport processes can be distinguished [cf. Stone, 1984] , and it is desirable to study their individual and combined influences on the sensitivity of the climate to changes in radiative forcing such as that caused by an increase of atmospheric CO2 [cf. National Research Council, 1983]. Here we focus on the atmospheric transports of sensible heat and latent heat. Wang et al. [1984] have studied the effects of total meridional heat transport (MHT) feedback on climate sensitivity. They find that the total MHT produces a negative feedback that becomes stronger as the climate change becomes larger. However, sensible and latent heat fluxes can respond in different ways to changes in climate, as was illustrated in studies performed using general circulation models (GCM's) by Wetheraid [1975, 1980] and Wetheraid and Manabe [1975] . They used the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) GCM to study the response of the model's climate to prescribed changes in CO2 concentration or solar constant. They found that there is a general tendency for changes in the sensible and latent heat fluxes to cancel each other, producing a very small net change in total meridional heat transport at many latitudes. Outside the tropics, sensible heat flux generally decreases as the solar constant or CO2 increases, whereas latent heat flux generally increases.
In' this study we use the mean annual radiative-dynamic In each zone, detailed radiative transfer calculations are performed on a grid of 18 levels. Vertical dynamic heat fluxes are included by convective adjustments, and each zone has a specified relative humidity profile and clouds at specified heights. The two zones are coupled by meridional heat transports in the atmosphere and the oceans and by the calculation of the baroclinic adjustment's critical lapse rate, which depends on the meridional temperature gradient. Individual dynamic heat transports can be prescribed or allowed to change as the climate changes. This feature is particularly useful for studying transport feedback mechanisms. The original HLRD model presented by Wang et al. [1984] uses an empirical meridional heat transport parameterization. The empirical MHT is derived from a statistical fit of seasonal temperature and flux data for the current climate; the fit thus obtained may not be appropriate for a climate different from the current one. A related weakness is that the empirical parameterization may not include all of the important temperature field variables that influence the MHT. The parameterization, for example, has no explicit dependence on lapse rate. Finally, the empirical parameterization gives the total MHT but does not provide the vertical distribution. Wang et al. [1984] assumed the atmospheric MHT to be uniformly distributed throughout the troposphere, in contrast to the observed MHT, which decreases with height.
Here we use a physically based parameterization which gives separate sensible and latent heat fluxes. Besides distinguishing sensible and latent heat transports, the new pa- An underlying assumption of our parameterization of the MHT is that eddy processes give a good description of the transport at 30øN. As was discussed above, this appears to be valid for the present climate and for climates not too far removed from the present. The validity is less certain for larger climate changes, especially if they cause the Hadley (mean cell) circulation to make a more important contribution to the transport at 30øN. The FL. parameterization, for example, does not work well in equatorial regions where the Hadley cell dominates zonal mean transports [Mullan, 1979] For comparative purposes, parallel computations for these same climates were performed using the empirical parameterization with the same fixed ocean flux. Model sensitivity for a particular parameterization was obtained by computing differences between the perturbed climates and the current climate given by that parameterization. Table 2 shows the sensitivity of the model to a doubling of CO2 using either parameterization. In Table 2 , Ts and T2 come from a two-mode Legendre polynomial expansion of the model's surface temperature field, i.e.,
T(x = sin q•)= Ts + T•P2(x)
where q• is latitude. The quantity xi in Table 3 is the limit in x of the polar ice cap.
For both MHT parameterizations the changes produced by doubling CO2 are usually similar, a result also found for the changes produced by the other climate alterations studied (not shown). One of the biggest differences in Table 2 between the parameterizations is that the physical parameterization gives smaller AT2, which also occurs for the other cases studied. However, the A T• are always so small that especially for the phsycial MHT, the change in surface temperature at any latitude comes predominantly from A•s. Finally, AFsH and AF,•H in Table 2 are of opposite signs, as occurs in GCM studies of CO2 doubling Wetheraid, 1975, 1980] . For all the climate changes we have studied, AFro and AFr• always have opposite signs.
SEPARATE AND COMBINED EFFECTS OF FSH AND Fr• I ON MODEL SENSITIVITY
The differing signs of AFsH and AFr. in Table 2 show that they can be expected to have different influences on the model's sensitivity. The difference in influence may also be anticipated by their functional forms. Fs. is most strongly dependent on c3T/c3y, and the relationship between Fs• and c3T/c3y constitutes a negative feedback' if the meridional temperature gradient becomes stronger, then Fs. will become stronger, too, and mitigate the change. FLH includes the parameter dependencies of Fs., but it is also highly sensitive to T through the C3qsat/C3T term which increases with temperature. Physically, the T dependence means that the warmer the atmosphere is, the more moisture it can and does carry. The T dependence of FL. can easily be the dominant quantity determining the magnitude of Fr., because C3qsat/c3T increases strongly with temperature. Thus as the atmosphere warms, Fr. increases, causing the temperature gradient to decrease. As the gradient decreases, FrH need not decrease, because of the humidity term. Thus although Ft. does contain a negative feedback relationship with c3T/c3y, the negative feedback may be masked by changes in T.
The increase of FL. with T enhances the positive ice albedo feedback. As T increases, the ice line retreats, the albedo decreases, and more radiation is absorbed by the earth, allowing T to increase further. The increase of Fr. with T allows more heat to be brought into the polar regions, thus causing a further retreat of the polar ice cap. The enhancement of the ice albedo feedback by Fr. is displayed in Table 3 . Two variations of the physical MHT parameterization have been used to produce the table. In one case, FrH is fixed to its value for the model's current climate, and Fs. alone is allowed to change. In the other case, Fs. is fixed to its current climate value, and FL. is allowed to change; Fr. in this case is computed from (1) We have further studied the interaction between the negative MHT-c3T/c3y feedback and the enhancement of the positive ice albedo feedback using a sequence of variations on the physical MHT parameterization. Three cases were studied' case A has Fr. fixed (described above), case B is the full model, where both Ft. and Fs. can change, and case C has Fs. fixed (described above). In the sequence from case A to case C, the strength of the positive feedback becomes stronger relative to the negative feedback. A fourth case may seem possible, in which Fs. is fixed and the fixed Fs. is used in (3) to calculate Fr.. The MHT then varies solely by changes in C3qsat/c3T , but for this case the current climate is unstable to perturbations in Ts, e.g., if Ts is decreased slightly from equilibrium, the MHT decreases, and The physically based MHT parameterization is used. Table 4 shows A Ts, AT2, and the change in ice line, Axi, for each case under the three types of climate alteration considered here. As we would expect from the discussion above, A Ts and Axi become progressively larger in magnitude going from case A to case C, i.e., as the ice albedo feedback becomes stronger. Changes in the temperature gradient, T2, are governed by the degree to which C3qsat/c3T controls AMHT through F[• I. For the perturbations in Table 4 , the case C gradient is weakest in the warming climates and strongest in the cooling climate, and the case C AT 2 has the same sign as A Ts; both results are a reflection of the sensitivity of Fiji to changes in T s. In contrast, when Fiji is fixed (case A), A T2 does not exhibit a relationship with ATs. Note also that the first two perturbations give similar changes in global mean temperature, but they give different latitudinal distributions of the temperature change. Table 4 also We can obtain a qualitative understanding of this constraint by using the approximation for total MHT presented by Stone [1978] . The approximation is based on the assumption that the ocean-atmosphere system is dominated by the planetary scale and is in thermal equilibrium, which is true for The variation of AT2 among cases A-C for a given perturbation in Table 4 shows that the model's internal structure is more dependent on the partitioning of AMHT between AFm and AFi•i than AMHT itself is. The internal structure of the atmosphere-ocean system enters (4) through 12 and a 2. Stone [1978] shows that for the current climate, the two terms in ( Our work here has used an annual mean model. A stronger test of the physically based parameterization would be given by a seasonal model, since the relative strengths of sensible and latent heat fluxes change greatly over the course of a year. In future work we will conduct such a test using a seasonal version of the HLRD model currently under development. The assumption that the mean cell flux at 30øN can be ignored may seem questionable in a seasonal model, but Hantel's E1976] calculations indicate that it may still be reasonable. Differences between the empirical and physical parameterizations may appear more strongly in the seasonal model because of the larger variations in total flux.
